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It is shown in [2] that a uqu space satisfies the following conditions.
{DC) There is no infinite, strictly decreasing sequence of open sets with open intersection.
(IC) There is no infinite, strictly increasing sequence of open sets.

In this note we show that for a transitive space these conditions are sufficient for the space
to be uqu. This will follow as a consequence of the following result.

THEOREM 1. Let y be a complete lattice of sets under the operations of intersection and
union, in which all chains are finite. Then Sf is finite.

Proof. This result is a consequence of standard theorems on lattice theory. See for
example Corollary 2 of [1, p. 59] or Theorem 31 of [3, p. 116]. However, for the sake of
completeness we give a direct proof. Since SP is a complete lattice we have

for all ^ e A ^ u { S | S e y } . Also, for SeS?, 5 = v{Ax\xeS} and so it will suffice that the
number of distinct sets Ax (xeX) is finite. We will call Aa minimal\f xeAa implies Ax = Aa.
Clearly distinct minimal sets are disjoint. Since all chains in £P are finite we see there are
just finitely many distinct minimal sets, say Aai, ..., ABn, that there exist a finite number of
sets Abl, ..., Abm, which cover X, and that for any xeX there exist i,j with Aai £ Ax £ Abj.
Hence we may complete the proof by showing that if Aa c Ab then there are just finitely many
distinct Ax with Aa £ Ax £ Ab. We will write Au < Av if Av is an immediate successor of Au

for the ordering £ . Given Ax c Ay there exists zeX with Ax< AZQ Ay, and hence there is
a finite sequence Aa < A., < ... < AZt < Ab, since £f contains no infinite chains. Moreover,
for the same reason, the number of terms in such a sequence is bounded and each Ax can
only have a finite number of distinct immediate successors Az, so there are only finitely many
distinct sequences Aa< A2l< ... < A,t< Ab. Finally since each Ax with Aac AXQ Ab

belongs to one of these sequences the proof is complete.
An examination of the above proof shows that we have actually established the slightly

more general result that if Sf is a set of sets, and if 9", the set of finite unions of the sets
Ax (xeX) is a subset of £f and contains no infinite chains, then y is finite.

We return now to the question of uqu spaces. We recall that an open cover (H> of the
topological space (X, ST) is called a Q-cover if

for all xeX. The quasi-uniformity <^Q with subbase

is a Q-cover for (X,3T)}
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is the largest compatible transitive quasi-uniformity, and (X, 2T) is called transitive if %Q

is actually the largest compatible quasi-uniformity.
Clearly a uqu space is transitive.

THEOREM 2. A transitive space which satisfies the conditions (DC) and (IC) is uqu.

Proof. By Corollary 3.5 of [2] it is sufficient to show that <^Q is totally bounded. Hence
the result will follow if we can show that for any g-cover # the number of distinct sets
A^ (xeX) is finite. For if these sets are given by AXl,..., AXn and we set B{= {x\ AXI = Ax},
then Bf x Bx £ Uv and BUB2,..., Bn cover X. But if we let Sf be the set of arbitrary unions
of the sets Ax (xeX) together with 0, we see Sf is a complete lattice of open sets and it follows
from (DC) and (IC) that all chains in Sf are finite. Hence the result follows at once from
Theorem 1.

The author wishes to thank the referee for his helpful comments in the preparation of
this note, particularly in relation to the formulation of Theorem 1.
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